
 What Size Piston Do I Need?

If you are just replacing the piston, then you need to frst know the bore of the cylinder. This can 
be done by using a bore gauge to fnd the diameter or by reading the owner’s manual to fnd the 
bore specifcaaons. Ulamately, the bore should be measured for the best possible results. Afer the
diameter is known, then you can pick which size piston will work best in your cylinder. Remember 
to maintain about a 0.05mm (0.002”) piston to cylinder clearance, depending on applicaaon. If you
are having a cylinder re-plated, then you will want to choose a piston of the OE bore size (an A or B
size is probably best). When you send the piston and cylinder away to get re-plated, the plaang 
facility will match the cylinder bore to piston diameter. If you have a cast iron bore cylinder and 
you are sending the piston and cylinder of to a machinist to be bored out, then you will want a 
piston that is oversized from the current diameter. For example: If your current bore is 64.00mm, 
then you will want to choose a 64.50mm or similar oversized piston. The machinist boring the 
cylinder will bore and hone the cylinder to match the piston size.

 Are Vertex Pistons Cast Or Forged?

Vertex pistons are both cast and forged. Vertex casts their two stroke pistons because of the ability 
to incorporate higher silicon content into casangs as opposed to a forging. This gives the piston a 
lower thermal distoraon characterisac and higher wear resistance. Vertex uses casangs and 
forgings in its four stroke pistons depending on applicaaon. Low rpm, low performance four stroke 
engines can use cast pistons. High performance, high rpm engines (like today’s race bikes) use 
forged pistons for strength. Vertex has the ability to manufacture its pistons to suit each need.

 Why Does Vertex Ofer AA  A CA And D Piston Sizes And What Is The Diference  etween 

Them?

Vertex ofers A, B, C, D, sizes so that the customer can properly ft each piston to the cylinder. The 
diference in the sizes is 0.0mmm (0.0004") increments with A being the smallest and D the biggest.
When a cylinder wears, the customer can choose the next larger piston size to regain the proper 
factory ftment.

 Are The Piston Rings The Same As OE?

Vertex uses the same piston rings suppliers as the OE uses for their piston rings. Vertex rings are 
direct OE replacements and can be used with an OE piston.



 Will Vertex Piston Rings Fit Other Pistons?

Vertex piston rings will ft OE pistons and any piston that uses OE piston rings. Some Vertex piston 
ring kits only come with one compression ring to ft the  ro Race version pistons, it is important 
that you double check what style piston you have before you order replacement rings.

 What Does The  lack Coatng On The Pistons Do?

Vertex was the frst afermarket piston manufacturer to use Molybdenum Disulfde (MOS2) on 
their piston skirts. The MOS2 coaang eases break-in and adds lubricity to the piston. The coaang 
does wear of afer use.

 Which Rings Go Where On A Two Stroke Piston?

On a two stroke piston the rings are generally the same and it does not mater which ring groove 
they are installed in. However, some rings can be L shaped. If you have an L shaped piston ring, this
one goes in the top ring groove. The most important thing to note on a two stroke is that if there 
are any leters stamped on the ring, by the ring gap, these leters face up. Some rings have a wedge
shape and if these leters are not facing up, the ring will not ft all the way into the ring groove. It is
also important to note that the rings compress properly into the ring groove of the piston and ft 
properly around the ring locaang pin. And always remember to point the arrow on the piston 
dome towards the exhaust port.

 Which Rings Go Where On A Four Stroke Piston?

In four-stroke applicaaons Vertex ofers both two-ring and three-ring pistons. Three-ring pistons 
will have two compression rings and one oil ring. A two ring piston only has one compression ring 
and the oil ring. The oil ring on both types of pistons is a three piece design, consisang of two rail 
rings and one expander ring. On three-ring pistons, the two compression rings will go into the top 
two ring grooves and the oil ring will go in the botom ring groove. The two compression rings may 
be diferent from each other. If this is the case then it is necessary to look at the profle of the rings
to ensure they are located in the proper groove. Ofen one ring will have a taper to its profle. If 
this ring is installed into the wrong ring groove, it will not compress properly. It is also common for 
the second compression ring to be darker, because it may be made from cast iron. Ensure that any 
leters located at the ap of the rings are facing up. This is the same for two ring pistons except 
there is only one compression ring. When installing the oil ring, frst install the expander ring and 
make sure the ends do not overlap. If you look closely at the expander ring, it has a shoulder/lip on
both top and botom that prevents the rail rings from seaang completely against the piston 
groove. It is important that when installing the rail rings you do not allow them to sit on top of this 
should/lip. If the rail rings are not seated correctly on the expander rind then the oil ring will not ft
in the groove properly. Afer all the rings are installed on the piston, make sure that each of the 
ring end gaps is about m20 degrees from each other.



 What Is The Life Of A Two-Stroke And Four-Stroke Piston?

 iston life is relaave to the operaang condiaons of the engine, so no exact life expectancy can be 
given. In a perfect world, about 20hrs is the max usage you want to try to get out of a piston. 
Again, this is all relaave to use, maintenance, and operaang condiaons.

 Jetting Speciccatons

Due to the variaaons that may come into efect when tuning an engine (i.e. pipes, intake, alatude, 
cams, displacement, standard or high compression pistons, etc.) we CANNOT ofer jetng 
recommendaaons.

 Vertex Sponsorship Opportunites

The goal of Vertex’s rider support program is to help support as many aspiring racers as possible. 
Vertex accepts rider support applicaaons/resumes at the end of the racing season (September mst -
December 3mst) for the upcoming year. All resumes will be reviewed at the end of December for 
the upcoming season. Resumes and applicaaons can be mailed to the address below.

When it comes to quality motorcycle engine parts, Vertex is the brand you can depend on.

https://www.motorcycleid.com/vertex/
https://www.motorcycleid.com/engines.html

